Pro III Steel Ladder Rack for Full to Mini Size Trucks

For Full, Mid & Mini Sized Trucks
Are you looking to carry a couple ladders or moderate loads of construction materials? Why burden your truck or your wallet with a heavy rack that
is overbuilt for the job? The PRO III Medium-Duty Steel Truck Rack is the perfect choice for you. This truck rack is made using rugged 1 5/8” dia.
round tubing with a wall thickness of .083” for strength and stability.
The Kargo Master Pro III Truck Rack has one of the most unique rack designs in the market. The Pro III Truck Rack is designed with adjustable front
legs that allow the rack to fit trucks with long or short bed. Kargo Master Pro III Series Truck Rack also available on both medium and full size trucks
with camper shell (KM80020/KM80030). The Kargo Master Pro III Truck Rack is built with 1-5/8″ diameter round steel tubes that offer a 1,000 lb.
loading capacity. The sleek round tube design significantly reduces wind drag and noise and provides uniform load distribution that results in a sturdier rack . All Kargo Master truck racks are treated with zinc primer and marine grade powder coat to achieve excellent corrosion and UV resistance. The Kargo Master Pro III Truck Rack features 5″ swaged joints and gusseted cross bars for increased durability and strength. Full 17″ long
pre-drilled foot plates ensure the cargo rack is securely fastened to your truck bed. Convenient T-Bolts are included to minimize the need to drill
your truck bed. Rear Takeout Bar is designed to be removed without any tool to allow clearance for storing large objects or cargo. Rigid side channel
rails are designed with a handy grab that loops at the back of the truck. The Kargo Master Pro III Series Truck Rack is a high quality rack that comes
with an affordable price tag.
Application
Pro III Truck Racks are available for all Full, Mid, and Mini trucks, standard and extended/crew cab style’s with bed lengths of 60”-90” — Will not fit
step side trucks.

STEEL PRO III PRICED FROM $700.00
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